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TO: F. York 

FROM: L. Szilard 

July 19. 1943 

If I understand correctly, one of the most important questions in eval

uating the patent situation is the question whether my disclosures of February 

1940 would have enabled a man, skilled in the art, to built a chain reacting 

pile. It is my contention that this is ao, and I told you that I believe I 

could bring out this fact if I were permitted to put questions to various 

men whom you have heard in connection with this matter. It seems to me that by 

going through a form of mock trial in which witnesses could be cross-examined 

by me on one hand, and by someone representing the opposite point of view 

on the other hand, we could develop a rather clear picture. A transcript 

of such a mock tril could then be sent to Captain Lavender for close study 

of the case. I am listing in the following, a number of points which I think 

I could establish by such a procedure. 

1. I submit that the disclosures which are availa~e in the form of 

postmarked photocopies dated February 21, 1940 and which are substantially 

identical with A-55, teach a man skilled in the art how to built a lattice of 

uranium in graphite that will have a multiplication factor larger than 1. In 

particular this disclosure teaches that uranium metal spheres of 5 em radius 

can be used for building a lattice that will be, operativs. It also teaches 

that uranium m~tal spheres of 8 em radius can be used to build up a lattice 

which will be operative &t 900°C. The disclosure further teaches that an 

operative lattice can be built from spheres between em radius by using 

a ratio of \~anium to carbon which is given by equation 33a. It subsequently 

recommends a weight ratio of uranilm to graphite of 3200 for spheres of 5 em 

radius. 
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The radius of 5 em at room temperature and 8 em at 900°C are arrived at 

in the following way: 

Equation 26 shows, at a glance, that the most favorable conditions will 

be obtained by making & as large as possible. Equation 20a gives S as a function 

of the radius of the uranium sphere and by using the cross sections and other 

values given in the paper (please note that./( or U{ do not enter into the 

expression of defining c ) one can calculate the value of R for which e becomes 

a maJ[iDna. One then that the maximum occurs at room temperature 

for a radius slightly above 6 em. The same calculation gives at 900°C a radius 

of about 8 em. 

Equation 25 teaches that the best uranium to carbon ratio is obtained 

if we have one half of the neutrons which are lost absorbed by graphite, and, 

accordingly, the other half which is lost absorbed by uranium at resonance. 

This condition which is correct with very good approximation leads to equation 

33a if we use for the resonance absorption, the approximate formula given by 

equation 9. Equation ~~a gives for the size of spheres contemplated in the 

disclosures, a ratio of uranium to carbon for which the lattice is operative. 

In comparison with equation 33a, equation 36 iR less accurate since it~ 

represents an approximation for very large values of E ae it is clearly 

stated in the text. 

2. I submit that a man, skilled in the art, who had read the February 

1940 disclosure would have had no difficulty on the basis of the knowledge 

theu available to determine the critical size at which the chain reaction 

becomes divergent by empirical methods. 
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Ever since the discovery of the neutron emission of uranium in March, 1939, 

physicists have been trying to devise a systan which will give a multiplication 

factor larger than lJ but nobody ever expressed any fear that ±k i£ such a 

system is found it would be difficult empirically to determine the critical 

dimensions~ For this purpose, there were three methods which were readily 

available and all of them were discussed, and some of them published at that 

time. 

a. The first method which is the crudest makes use of the 

fact that if a neutron source is placed in the center of a 

sphere which contains material that has a multiplication 

factor above 1, the neutron radiation emanating from the 

sphere will be more intense as a neutron radiation which 

would came from the neutron source in the absence or the 

sphere. If the chain reacting system is maae larger and 

larger, the neutron radiation will approach infinity as 

will come cloae to the critical radius. 

b. A more refined method which was known by men skilled in 

the art was to surround a potentially chain re8 cting sphere 

with water or paraffin, putting the neutron source in the 

center of the sphere and compare the number of neutrons which 

are absorbed in the water with a number of neutrons which 

are emitted by the source alone. According to whether the 

number absorbed in the water around the chain reacting 

layer is larger or ~all than the number emitted by the 
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source the multiplication factor can be taken as larger or 

~aller than unity and in case the multiplication factor is 

larger than unity. the critical radius can be computed from 

the results of such measurements. 

c. By measuring the neutron density inside the potentially 

chain reacting sphere, one can determine whether or not the 

multiplication factor is larger than 1 and if so, the approxi

mate critical radius can be deduced. 

In support of my contention under this point, I wish to state the following: 

It a metting of an advisory comittee to the uranium committee which was 

held under the official chairmanship of Urey at ~~e request of Dr. Brinks, 

and in which Pegram, Bride, Fermi, Wigner, myself and others participated, 

a coneensus of opinion was reached that the critical dimensions could be 

determined by making measurements on a lattice containing abo~t 40 tons of 

graphite and a corresponding amount of uranium on the assumption that the 

quantity may represent perhaps 1/6 of the quantity required to make the chain 

reaction going. There was a consensus of opinion that the physicist could, 

by making measurements on such an intermediate scale as we then called it, 

determine the approximate value of the critical dimensions. This proves that, 

in the opinion of men skilled in the art. the empirical determination of the 

critical dimensions was considered as a natural way of proceeding. Incidentally, 

the so-called exponential experiment was mentioned at the meeting by Fermi as 

one of the possible methods by means of which the inter.mediate scale pile 

could be investigated. 
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That such an intermediate scale pile could be investigated by measure-

ments performed outside the pile in water or paraffin wax was common knowledge 

and an example for such measurements can be found in the paper by Halban. 

Joliot. Kowaski, Journ de Phys. 10 PP• 428-429 (1939). This paper is quoted 

in A-55. 

4In support of the condition mentioned under a. in this section, I am 

submitting exhibit A which contains a disclosure that is available in pax 

postmarked photocopies stamped March 9, 1939. In connection with the question 

of this section, the following facts may also be pertinent. The existence 

of the critical dfmensions and the variation of the thermal neutron density in-

. side a potentially chain reacting sphere was ftst disclosed by me filed in 

England in 1934. There is subsequently disclosed by me as shown in exhibit B 

which is available in postmarked photocopies stamped March 9, 1939. Following 

that these last were published by F. Perrin in 1939 at a time when they were 

considered to be known by men skilled in the art. The neutron densi~ 

goes in a potentially chain reacting spherical body with 

Sin r/A 
r 

larger 
If the mul tiplica.tion factor is mnli·twr than 1 and with 

JFrj~ -r/A 
e - e 

r 

If the multiplication factor is smaller than 1. The l•tktww latter case holds 

for graphite from which we have removed all the uranium. An important quantity 

is the length A and my letters to Fermi in July and also A-55 gives a method 
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how to determine A by measuring the thermal neutron density inside a phere. 

This method is described on pages 24 e.nd 25 in A-55. It is described in 
it is not 

connection with graphite only, and th•x•xtxxmm explicitly stated that it 

can also be used for graphite-uranium systems. The general principle 

of this method which was new at the time of its disclosure in July 1939 was 

applied by Fermi to a rectangular system for the purpose of measuring the 

absorption of graphite in April, 1940 and the application of this method 

to urani\~-graphite system was proposed by Fermi in June, 1940 at the 

above-mentioned conference. 
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TOs F. York 

FROM2 L. Szilard 

After eaptai:ft 

from which I saw that the interpretation of various -pertinent points in A-55 

is controversial. I am now going through A-55 with Dr. Dempster, and I believe 

that Dr. Dempster will be in a position by Tuesday of next week to reevaluate 

this disclosure. 

It is my contention that a man skilled in the art of inducing radioactivity 

by means of neutrons was in the position to build a chain reacting pile on the 

basis of my disclosure February 1940. These disclosures consist essentially 

in a paper sent to Physical Review on February 14, 1910 and corrected pages 

which were written between February 14 and February 21, 1940 and which are 

availalbe in the form of photocopies stamped February 21, 1940 by the u.s. 

Post Office. This question really falls into two parts: 

(~)Does the disclosure teach how to make a lattice which has a 

multiplication factor larger than 1, and does it give the order of magnitude 

for the critical radius of a chain reacting unit1 

~Was a man skilled in the art in the position, in 1940, to 

determine by known measurements on a structure which was not~e -n-ngh 
<fA ~ C/r"lh·~ \)'2.~ 
tn con&ti~te a ehaiB reactisg ~i~ ~ether the multiplication factor was 

larger than 1 and how largef the structure would have to be made in order 

to reach the critical conditions. 
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/;J A -'t!h!!Mid qu::~ion 10hich may be pertinent is whether it was known what 

amount of tmpurities could be tolerated in the chain reaction unit. 

Before going into detail, I wish to emphazi§• the following general 

point of viewa Ever since the discovery of the neutron emission of uranium 

in March 1939, it was recognized taa as an important problem to find a 

structure which will have a multiplication factor larger than 1. Many 
~·c~~~ 

~Of:'"J.e .~eQ. doubt whether this was at all possible, ~d __ :r:_"5~r~~- ./ 
~~~ 

suggestions were discussed and published.~body e~~eeeed any doubt~ 
~ 

however, :to my know] edge, concern:i.ag the ques tlon whe tho:::riA, if we ha.d a 

composition and structure giving a multiplication factor above 1, we 

would be able to ~eterrnine the critical dimensions at which the unit would 

becom~' ti was taken £or granted that this we.:l.~o~u ~ 
~ 

and I am attaching a number of exhibits which support~ contention, that 

this was a prevailing view at the time. , 

~oncerning A-55, I have written a memorandum which I ~ forwar~ 
Dr. Dempster for his comment, and I am, therefore, summarizing here my 

contentions in connection with A-55. 
fY / IJsT 

- ,. 
1 

1, A-55 gives t~ recipe for calculating 
,~tv'>- ~ Jt--.e_ ~~ {/~ 

a radiusxfor the uranium sphere 

~ and a ratio of graphite to uranium at which the multiplication factor of the 

lattice will be close to the maximum possible value. The formulae givep 
R~ 

for room temperature, 5 om as the radius of the uranium spheres at a den&ity 
f<-:: 

of 15 gms/cc; and give for 900°C a radius of 8 em. The corresponding ratios 
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of uranium to carbon can be calculated from the forculae given in the paper. 
G~-~ 

For 5 em spheres, a weight ratio of 10 to 3 is):eco~en~ed. »e ratig ia 
-btrt--

r-eeonummdea feF S em sphet es at 9QG°C "ti the fe!'!ft'lil:&e ,..ol:ll a gi-v:e a ., .• i gh+ 

~~ie Ge~ee& 3.a te 1 ~d 4 . 1 ±g 1. 

A-55 gives for 6 em spheres an approximate value for the critical 

radius of 250 em. It is my contention that it is obvious from the limits 

of error given in the paper to the various quantities invo~d that this 

radius is ·also given only within certain limits of error which would include 

the radius at which the chain reaction according to our present knowledge 
I 

would actually reach th~ point 
~ I / 

~~It_..-; t-~'--

~~ 
2. It is my contention that men skilled in the art were fully aware 

of methods 9hich enabled them to determine the critical size by empirical 

methods, that is, by measurements on structures which are smaller than the 

critical size. II 

At an official meeting held undar the chairmanship of Professor Urey 

in June 1940, it was acknowledged after discussion in which Wigner, Fermi, 

Breit and ~~~t~~~t~t~mensions can be empirically 

determine~ by measurements on a structure which contains about l/5 as much 

material as would be needed to reach the point of diversion. A recommendation 

was adopted that measurements on such an intermediate scale should be made. 

Exhibit C corooborates this statement~ 

by me to Fermi six days after the 
~ 
~ stating that this draft was 

a 
between/semi-large 
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at Which the chain reaction might become divergent; and a l~rg~ sc~l• experiment 
/.-v- ~ /J-_9-{-~ c:n,.-.. ~ ~ ~A~,...._._,_~~~~ 

~.an e&notmt'-..~to the amount at which the chain reaction might be , 
""' ~~ expected to become divergent. I submit that from this disclosure. it is 

evident that it was out intention to proceed in an empirical manner and the 

disclosure explicitly states the the nuclear constants should be measured 

while waiting for the arrival of the material needed for the semi-largescale 

experiment. 

My contentions concerning the Washington meeting in June 1940 are fmxKj 

further corroborated by exhibit D which is taken out of a memorandum written 

by Pegr~~ and dated August 14, 1940. I have marked on the margin the pertinent 

passage. I am also enclosing a photocopy. exhibit E, showing the official 
,-

natur~ of the Washington meetin::_li wish to state further that the following 

methods were available and known to men skill in the art of inducing radio-

activity~ means of neutrons, exploring a potentially chain reacting unit 

which was smaller than the critical size! 

(a) Measurements of the neutron radiation emanating from the 

structure. This is, for inst~~ce, disclosed in exhibit B which is available 

in the form of a photopopy stamped March 9, 1939 by the U.S. Post Office. 

Exhibit B proposes to determine the critical size empirically by means of 

neutron radiation emitted from the structure. 

(b) Measurements of the neutron density inside the chain reacting 
~ 

structure. The ~ governing the neutron density inside a Kt.x structure 

which is potentially chain reacting ix but not large enough to reach the 
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point of diversion was disclosed for the first time, I believe, by me as 

shown in Exhibit A which is available in the form of photocopies st~ped 
.r~ 

March 9, 1939 by the u.s. Post Office. There are;s,ubsequent publications 

-c~ 
disclosing these lessee, one of them by F. Perrin in the summer of 1939. 

. L
1

vt.ftlJJ5i 
It was quite well~kno~to men skilled in the art that by 

measuring the neutron densit/~de the structure one can observe whether 

or not the multiplication factor is larger than 1 and wk determine the 

approximate size of the divergent cha~n reacti~g uni~ 

<::-Measurements of the neutron density inside a chain reaction 
f 1 ,..-. 

structure were, for instance, published by Joliet in a paper which is quoted 

in A-55. 

l 

(c) That by measuring the thermal neutron density within a system in which 

the thermal neutron density obeys the diffusion equation by means of making _ 

the the~al neutron dens:ty zero along a closs:l surface by the introduction of 

cadmium and by measuring the w change in the thermal neutron density inside 

the space as delnnited by the closed surfaces and that from such measurements, 

one can deduce the length whic ~aravterizes the pertinent properties of the 

medium in which the diffUsion o£ neutron take place was disclosed by me in 

letters to Fermi in July, 1939 and is also disclosed in A-55. This priniple 

can be used for determining th~~~ifal dimension, which in the case of uranium 

spheres would be simply 'Tr x ~At the Washington meeting in June 1940, Fermi 

explicitly proposed the use of this principle for determining the critical 

size and described shortly the method which at present is called exponential 

vt~L <'V>-- ~~h~ ..-,_~>~K 
experiment. Tl:lis se.me rnethed has been- sppli" in April 1940 by Fermi to 

".:-~~ 
determin~ the length A in graphite which did not contain uraniu~. 
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(d) It was well-known to men versed in the art that by 

surrounding a potentially chain reacting unit with paraffin, water or a 

manganese-sulfate solution one can slow down all the neutrons emanating 

from the structure and by measuring the neutron density outside the structure, 

~ can determine whether or not thenumber of neutron generated by the pile 

increases with incr easing size of the structure. Such measurements are, for 

instance, published by Joliet and quoted in A-55. Such a measurement is also 

mentioned in a letter written by Fermi to Pegram in July, 1939p 

l 
r-v '-<2--~ ~c /J.v-J 

It is my contention that e-very= JB&B skilled in the art knew -&f- this metho~ and 

IJ that the application of this method was quite obvious and did not require 

\ any J&liRtiea. L-~. ~ 
cJ ~~ t-'2-Cc.-a - o/• It is my contention that it waa known as early as July 1939 how 

much neutron •ngwp**n absorbing impurities we can safely tolerate. I was, 

in this respect, in touch both with the National Carbon Co~pany and the 
, M J---Lq- I 6J :.J ~ ..:! ____.. 

u.s. Graphite Company~I was not quite satisfied with the .1% ash 

and the vanadium content of the ash of the graphite, offered by the '7 "3 t 
~-j \-,.!"--~ 

National Carbon Company~!lie u.s. Graphite Company offered u~ite which 

had only .05% ash and which contained a much smaller ~cent of vanadium 

than the National Carbon Company graphite. It is ~ contention that the 

absorption cross sections of all elements that occur as impurities in either 

graphite or uranium were sufficiently well-known at the time to enable us 
~tl~-

to ~ a specification for purity. 

I wish to draw attention to the fact that ef the mateiiale 

the neutron absorption of the tdal amount of impurities which are dispersed in 
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ie ~ whether these impurities are 
rz~ .. /; ..6.-- c 4-v0 ~k 

\~~·? 
the~structure. and that it 

in the graphite or in the uranium. To be ~e precisi inasmuch as the 

thermal neutron densitY- in the uranium is slightly mnaller than in the 
~ ?/;Gz-v?- ~r:-~ 

gre.phite, the . impurit~contai~ is slightly ~ 
,."l-,.u....._~ -~ 

:l-e8s 'hMm£ul than- ~ in the graphite~ There wu one 

great difference between the graphite and uranium. hGWever. Urmium 
~;; 

was available in the form of soltilile &el~iea& like. for instance, 

uranium nitrate which would be easily purified by recrystallization or 

ether extraction, ooth methods being well-known and a number of other 
~ 

methods for purification ~g described in chemistry books. Graphite, 

however. cannot be brought into solution and there are not methods des-

cribed in the books by which graphite could be purified. It was, therefore, 

our first concern to see whether pure graphite could be obtained. 

d
'~ 10 $ -~-s 

In addition t~ this, we we~e info~ that uranium oxide, 
~=:t<C--11/~ --~~ ~. r ~~~ 

99.5% pure, etftti~ main jmpnri"t¥, silicon and iron. was (commeric:klly 
,;"~-- ~ ~ I () 

available and marketed by the Canadian Radium Mines.; Pure uranium metal 

had been previous manufactured by the Westinghouse Company from ur~~ium 

nitrate. Uranium nitrate itself was commercially available ~ 

and its purification and conversion into oxide do not meet with any 8 difficulty for a trained chemist. 

')-/ 7 ,/L. " 
/ I J I l' 

I '/. ~ ,r ~It- . ~ 1~-t. (t /l.._f-
/1 ift- t I 

I) ,_ .. ~ ) 
)' ~~ 
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TO: F. -York 

FROM: L. Szilard ~~ £~ _ 

() ~'fi~~,_...p 
""" •t..Jt.:~~ a"'fely rriad a 
~ --- ...... 

interpretation of vari ous pertinent 'PQiP.ts in A-55 is controversial. I am now ,,.. 
god.ng through A-55 with Dr. Dem~stez:~ an·el -I belie~ tha"t . Dr • . Dempster will be in 

~ ,...,..,., Y l ,_., _ - . -, " ,;,;fa:!¥~- ~/ ~ ~-

.p,~o~-O'fi"' y Tues).i~ of~ wee): toleevaluate thU disylos:uz-e.• i,l' - A . J /~. ~ -~ 'l't..i'~··:t,. ~- W~-t ....... .&:..'1 ....,4.-. Gi-41-;ti( f']tVLH <- '"' ~t ;. ~~ J It is my contention that a man skilled in the art of inducing radio-

activity by means of neutrons was in the position to build a chain reacting pile 

on the basis of my disclosure February 1940. These disclosures consist essentially 

in a paper sent to "Physical Review" on February 14, 1940 and corrected pages which 

were written between February 14 and February 21, 1940 and which are available 

in the form of photocopies ~ped F~bruary 21, 1940 by the U.S. Post Office. 
~ question really falls into ~parts: 

This 

........... 
(1) Does the disclosure teach how tomake a lattice which has a · multi--. 

plication factor larger than 1, and does it give the order of magnitude for the 

7 

'<"' 
' critical radius of a chain reacting unit? 

I 

(2) Was a man skilled in the art in the position, in 1940, to determi ne 

by known measurements on a structure which was not as large as the critical size, 

whether the mltltiplication factor was larger than 1 and how large the structure 

would have to be made in order to reach the critical conditions. 

(3) Is it an invention to make a chain reaction in a structure in 
twc 

which the multiplication factor is larger than l~ the struct1rre is smaller than 

the critical size·? 
was 

(4) A fourth .c question which may be pertinent is whether it b know"'L / 1'1-.. 1' '¥o 

what 
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Before going into detail, I wish to emphasize the following general 

point of viewJ: Ever since the discover~r of the neutron emission of uranium in 

March 1939, it was recognized as an important problem to find a structure which 

will have a multiplication factor larger than 1. Many physicists Kg%__. expressed 

doubt whether this was at all possible, and numerous suggestions were discussed 

and published; but to my knowledge, nobody doubted that, if we had a composition 

and structure giving a multiplication factor above 1, we would be able to determine 

the critical dimensions a:Gticl=i the unit WGul d hegem.o divergently: ohaltr-re~ --,. 

Jt 1'1as taken for t;ranted that this could be done and I El:l'ft a:tstaclring a IIC!Dtbei o£' 

~:Jihjhi,ts whi l!tltp~ h . e~ntantio~, ~tat this was a prevailing view, 

at the ti:ne. 

Concerning A-55, I have written a memorandum which I am forwarding 

to Dr. Dempster for his comment, and I am, therefore, summarizing here my con-

tentions in connection with A-55. 

A-55 

1. A-55 gives the recipe for calculated a radius R for the uranium 

sphere which for.ns the lattice element and a ratio of graphite to uranium at 

which the multiplication facto~~~e lattice will be close to the maximum possible 

value. The forrnulae give for room temperature, ~ em as the radius of the uranium 

spheres at a density of 15 gmsjcc; and give for 900°C a radius of R-8 em. The 

corresponding ratios of uranium to carbon can be calculated from the formulae given 

in the paper. For 5 em spheres, a weight ratio of 10 to 3 is explicitly recommended. , l 
pth~ @ (' ~ [ ...... ;?- - / ) =--;fr- (.--"/< (-;:: /· ~// 

A-55 gives for 5 em spheres ran approximate value for the critical ~ 
t_ * 

radius of 250 em. It is my contention that it is obvious from the limits of error 
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given i:::1 the paper to the various quantities involved that this radius is also 

given only within certain lL~its or error which would include the radius at which 
~r-.~ R_,l 

the ~~according to our present knowledge1 we~la aetuarly reach the 

critical point. / /./ . ./ L -~' _ ~/., :L;;_ ~/ -~ n~ . 11S5 '/r"'~ ~ YL-....L ~~;:) a /'~/'"']'~ ~/ ;:/ -~ 

C ·t· 1 s· ~·v4 ~ ~ ~ ~ 4......c ,.--; 4 ~ p---~ r~ ~ca ~ze ~-~~ ~~<~ ,&.,.- « ~ ,c;. ~ 
#--~-~~~~~~·~----~ 

2. It is my contention that men skilled in the art were fully aware ~ 

of methods which enabled them to determine the (~~ s~ by empirical methods, ~. 
that is, by measurements on structures which are} smaller than the critical ~ 

size. ~ 
In order to prove this point, the best method appears to be to submit · 

affidavits by men skilled in the art who 1 in 1940, were interested in inducing 

radioactivit,y by neutrons. I am staiBfied that I can submit any number of affidavidt, 

on this point, and I rather doubt whether any nuclear physicists t anding Jail~ w-tl~, 
/ .... ~ ~ ~ .. ,. .. 

attest ' ~competence by asserting that he would not ~ able 

to determine the critical szie by empirical methods. 

HOwever, there is already an almost official recognition of my point 

of view which consists in the followingt 

On June 13, 1940, there was a meeting in Washington, the official 

nature or which is illustrated by Dr. Urey's letter dated June 7, 1940 Which I 

enclose. At that meeting, there was a conseBsus Of opinion that empirical measure-

ments carried out on about 1/5 of the critical mass would enable us to determine 
{ " 

with goo~ accuracy the approximate si,ze at which the critic~ conditions . will be / '--'1 _ 
.~ r U 1 f f-~ l1 ~· ~ ~ n v ) { ,_. t , • "L " tr .· "~ 1 ( , Jl w ·- ) 1~ ) ~ . t ,; Z<f-· ~ o 
reached./ Experiments carried out on that scale were a tnat time called experi- ·11~~ . 

ments on an intermediate scale whereas empirical determination of the critical 

sizw on a mass which was below the critical mass, but close to it were called 

large scale experiments. The meeting unanimously recommended that the critical 

I 
I 

I 
I 
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material corresponding to about 1/5 of the expected critical size should be put 

~ at our disposal by the Governmento. 5 to 10 tons of uranium metal and 

50 to 100 tons of graphite were named as needed for the intermediate scale 
~- /-

experiment. personally ~t reasonably ~ that 5 times this amount, nwmely 

50 tons of metal and 500 tons of graphite will be sufficient to reach the 

critical dimensionsJ and that p.e•~s half this wmount would be sufficient for 
~ 

a large scale experiment which com~ close to the critical dL~ensions;would 
""" c. .. / I>.!_) 

give us as much scope as we deside to have for experimentation. 

Information concerning the above mentioned meeting and its recam-

mendations are contained in the letter written by Professor~gram to Rear 

Admiral Bowen a few days after the meeting on July 19, 1940. Professor Pegram 

writes, "The idea has been developing that an intermediate experi.Inent on a scale 

larger than experiments under A preceding, but not large enough to give a chain 

measurements bearing directly upon the chain reaction and the amount of material 

to be used to maintain such a reaction, and that this would in a sense be a 

method of short-circuiting, so to speak, some of the tedious experiments for 

measuring the constants of uranium. In its conference last Thursday, the 

scientific committee came to the conclusion that it would recommend that an 

experiment be done right away using not less than one-fifth of the material 

that would be estimated as necessary for maintaining a chain reaction. 

The materials needed for such an intermediate experiment would be: 

50 to 100 tons of graphite • • • • • • • • • $25,000 to $50,000 
5 to 10 tons of uranium metal at $8.00 alb •••.••• $80,000 to 160,000 
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The figures just given are doubtless too high. The carbon has been figures at 

.500 a ton~ the rate paid for the graphite we have at present. It can probably 

easily by obtained for $400 a ton or less. The figure of $8.00 a lb for metallic 

uranium is the lower figure given here last week by Mr. Alexander~ who thought 

that in ton lots it would not be difficult to furnish metallic uranium at 

~15.00 to $12.00 a lb, or possible $8.00. Chemical~ opinion seems to be that 

it ought to be possible to purchase uranium at $5.00 a lb, but perhaps that is a little 

too optimistic. 

It is believed that this intermediate experiment which would be on the way of the 

final experiment might well furnish results that would make feasible a fairly accu-

rate ~loulation of the amount of uranium and carbon necessary to sustain the chain 

reaction. The a~e materials could, of course, be used as far as they would go in 

setting up the final experiment. 

If the intermediate experiment is to be done the question will arise as to 

whether it would be better to do it here or to do it in some place where it can 

// ~-be more carefully guarded." //.. ·-, ~ 
~ ~ ·r r;--Y~~ ~ ~ ~n support of the contention that I mysel~cl arly expressed myself 

in favor of determining the exact critical dimensions pirically by means of 
f:J ~...--< ~ ~ 

intermediate scale or by means of large scale experimen a, I dre• atteRtioR te 
~~~ 
my. J e++er t9 i'armi dated Jlily 8, 1g3~. \On July 4, 1940, I wrote Fermi as 

follows: "According to present plans, $90,000 would be requested for buying materials 

for the intermediate experiment and I believe our policy should be to give the 

'-- \ 

- ~ 

I( 
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In the following, I am listing a number of ~ethods Kmi known to 

men skilled in the art of inducing radioactivity b means of neutrons ~R !8~ 
~,vL /""~~ ~·4~ ~/)'L hf!...v, /"" ''-~ ~t .,.( ',zx e::sa=; ¥" - ' J'for the purpose of determining empirically the critical si~e by measurements 

of structures which are saaller than the critieal size'/~~~-~ ~ 
£._._,~~ ~ f-..'"o~ ~(d.) j 

d A~an official meeting held under the chairmanship of Professor Urey 

June 1940# it was acknowledged after ~de discussion in which Wigner, Fermi, 

Breit d I participated, that the critical dimensions can be empirically deter-

mined witH reasonable certainty by measurements on a structuee which contains 

about 1/5 as uch material as would be needed to reach the point of diversion. 

as adopted that measurements on such an intermediate scale 

should be made. statement. It is the draft of a 

six days after the Washington meeting, Which con-

tains a note stated that draft was not actually sent to Fermi. The letter 

distinguishes between a semi large scale experiment fO be performed on a strucntre 

containing approximately lj5 o~- the amount of material at which the chain reaction might 

becomex divergent; and a experiment to be performed on a structure 

containing materials very close to t e amount at *hich the chain reaction might 

be expected to become divergent. from this disclosure, it is 

evident that it was our intention to proce~d in an empirical manner and the dis-

closure explicitly states that the nuclear constants should be measured while 

waiting for the arrival of the material needed fvr the semi-large scale experiment. 

My contentions concerning the Washingt tl meeting in -m-J June 1940 

are further corroborated by exhibit D which is taken out of a memorandum written 

by Pegram and dated August 14, 1940. I have marked on t e margin the pertinent 

passage. I am also enclosing a photocopy, official 

nature of the Washington me~ng. 
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I wish to state further that the following methods are available 

and !mown to men skf!l>t:rd in.. the art of inducing radio 

smaller than the critical 

(a) Measurements of the neutron radiation emanating from the structure: 
/ 

~:>This is, for instance, disclosed in exhibit B which is available in the form of 

a photocopy stamped March 9, 1939 by the u.s. Post Office. Exhibit B proposea 

to determine the critical size empirically by means of neutron radiation emitted 

from the xtxw%» K±t structure. 

(b) Measurements of the neutron density inside the chain reacting 

structure~ ~e laws governing the neutron density inside a structure which is 
__.---J 

potentially chain reacting but not large enough to reach the point of diversion 

was disclosed for the first time, I believe, by me as shown in Exhibit A which 
the 

is available in/form of photocopies atamped March 9, 1939 by the U.S. Post Office. 

There are also subsequent publications disclosing these laws, one of them by 

F. Perrin in the summer of 1939. 

It was quite well-known in 1939 tfmen skilled in the art that by mea

suring the neutron density inside the structure one can observe whether or not the 

multiplication factor is larger than 1 and determine the approximate size of the di-

vergent chain reacting unit. Measurements of the neutron density K inside a chain 

reaction stru'Cture were, for instance, published by ~aa:b Joliot in a paper which 
' 

is quoted in A-55. { '~ /~ ?-t--o~· /i. 1 1 1')) 
j-~~./ « 

~ ,' In :f'my let~ers to Ferm,i, in Jul~ 193~::: :•• OB: fl&:gee ~ ~ .,_;: 

~- :~ ::., ;:;::;;;~~> ~~-• , oxh'bi ~A-55, I dis-

closed a method for determining a length A which is characteristic for a system in 

which the thermal neutron density obeys the diffusion equation. This method consists 
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in determining the thermal neutron density along a closed surface and at one point 

in the interior of the space which is enclosed by the closed surface. The thermal 

neutcron density is then reduced to zero along the closed surface by introducing 

cadmium. and the thermal neutron density is again measured at the said point in 

the interior. 

By applying this principle to a chain reacting mixture, one can determine 

dimensions of a sphere which is simply the product (~ = 7/A and at 
I 

·~~'*it,.;.' 

, 
The specific form ~whicb ~ , 

~~, 

/ 
exponential 

experiment" 

An exponential 

experiment 

of graphite which 

M-1+7¥~ :.- ·~ 
explicitly pfopeos~e 

use of this principle for determining the critical s~ze and described shortly 

the method which at present is called exponential experiment. Such an exponential 

~~ "a-experiment,.£ has be.,.j performed in April 1940 by Fermi to determine the length 

A in graphite which did not contain uranium. 

(d) It was well-known to men versed in the art that by surrounding a 

potentially chain reacting unit with paraffin, water or a manganese-sulfate solution 

one can slow down all the neutrons emanating from the structure and by measuring 
the 
~1 neutron density outside the structure. ~can determine whether or not the number 
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of neutron generated by the pile increases with increasing size of the structure. 

Such measurements are, for instance, publi shed by Joliot and quoted in A055. Such 

a measurement is also mentioned in a letter written by Fermi to Pegram in July 1939, 

It is my contention that men skilled in the art knew that this method was avail-

able and that the application of this method was quite obvious and did not require 

any invention. 

3. It is my contention that in view of the state of the knowledge in 

February 1940, a structure which is large, but not quite as large as the critical 

size and which has a multiplication factor larger than 1, would have consitutted 

a useful device for inducing radioactivity~ by means of neutrons and for producin~ 

fission products. A publication of Joliot, for instance, describing a chain reacting 

unit in which the multiplication factor is smaller than 1 and in which the radio
£). 

activity is induced by means ~f neubx ens ~ neutron source U placed in the center 

of the structure,~ Joliot demonstrates that the total number of neutrons produced 
~~ · ' . .. lr 

in the system is very much larger than the ~ ef neat1on emitted by the source. 

A uranium-carbon structure which has a multiplication factor larger than 1 is a 

II 
great improvement in this respect over Joliot' s structure even through the structure .. 

~ 
remai~below the critical size. 

Impurities 

4. It is my contention that it was known as early as July 1939 how 

much neutron absorbing impurities we can safely tolerate. I was, in the respect, 

in touch both with the National Carbon Company and the U.S. Graphite Company in 

July 1939. I was not quite satisfied with the .1% ash and the vanadium content 

of the ash of the graphite, offered by the National Carbon Company, and the U. S. 

Graphite Company offered us in July 1939 graphite which had only .05% ash and 
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Company graphite. It is my contention that the absorption cross sections of all 

elements that occur as impurities in either ~raphite or urani1m were sufficiently 

well-known at the time ~o enable us to write a specification for purity. 
~~-~~ -~ ~ ... 

I wish to draw attention to the fact that /the neutron absorption of 

the total amount of impurities which are dispersed in the chain reacting 

structure, and that it is immaterial whether these impurities are in the graphite 
ul*" 

or in the uranium. To be quite precise let us ~ that inasmuch as tho thermal 

neutron density in the uranium is slightly mnaller than in the graphite, the 
I'N\... 

hayful effect of the impurities eeiftlrn~ is slightly less in the uranium than 

in the graphite. 

There was one great difference between the graphite and uranium, however. 

Uranium was available in the fonn of soluble salts like, for instance, uranium 

nitrate whicheould be easily purified by recrystallization or ether extraction, ( , 1 
1-u/ ~.J ~ 

both methods being well-known and a number of other methods for purificatiojl're 

described in chemistry books. Graphite, however, crumot be brought into solution 

and there are not methods described in the books by which graphite could be purified. 

It was, therefore, our first concern to see whether pure graphite could be obtained. 

In addition to this, we were informed in 1939 that uranium oxide, 
.. ~}~p ~414. 

99.6% pure, the impurities~mainly siJ+co~ ~~iron, wereJ commercially 
~ ~- 1.-ft( l" 

avail-

~p...oand JW••kot~ by the !!!anadian Radium Mines. I had no direct contact with 
~ltr '( l fl.. 
~· Mi~ in 1939, but I ,fi.•it&d. Mr. Lub~ and discussed with him 

the question of tha purity of the Belgian uranium oxide and also obtained samples 

from him in 1939. I also made inquiries concerning the purity of uranium oxide 
I\~ j) (} .~ ' C(c l1 t 
~ old floae;t at present · sa- ~ through Mr. 
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Pure uranium ~etal had been previously manufactured by the Westinghouse Company from 

uranium nitrate. Uranium nitrate itself was commerci lly available and its purifi-
1!. , jl 'I ' 

cation and conversion into oxide do not .Jot~ any difficulty for a trained chemist. 

Uranium metal has been produced prior to 1939 from urnium tetrachloride by means of 

reducing uranium tetrachloride with calcium metal. Prior to 1939 calcium metal was 

imported into this contry from France and this calcium metal was of a very high 

degree of purity . Samples of this French calcium tested by us showed that the 

boron content of the French calcium was not appreciable. The uranium itself 

may be purified in the process of transforming it into the uranium tetrachloride. 

As to the total neutron absorption of the impurities which can be 

tolerated in the chain reacting unit dispersed throughout the structure whether 

in the graphite or in th~ ~ani~ A-55 sets an upper limit in the followine manner. 

It is obvious that the '~~ •;f the thermal neutrod aosor-il~~~; '-;,he impuriti'-s / ;!_ 
I ~ ~ ~ · r 

is the same as Z-,the capture cross section of carbon were increased by the neutron 
~r-.fY'l"' ..... ~ ' . J 

.eR~~of the impurity calculated per carbon atom in the structure~ This leads 

to a change in A and a corresponding change in qm. ~.Page 20 of A-55 gives~ 
./" 

. ) 

in A-55 that an a~ount of impurity which would 

rai se the absorption cross section per carbon atom from .005 to .006 already gives 

a large increase in the critical mass of the chain reacting sphere, and, therefore, 
~ ';,v ! -r ~ 

-eDRStit~t-e-s.. an :upper Hmii; feF ~e mroWQ;n~bst>rbe'ti of>~ must not 
;--4--: 

be exceeded if we do not want to waste material by considerably increasing the critical 

sizo of the chain reacting unit. 



I l 
. I I' 

I ' 
I ' I I J~ 

\_ ; ~> 
"I s .w Profess br Pegram yesterday anrl discussed with_ im the s i tuat ion. 

He had a l('ft~er from Admiral Bowen rvhich he wanted to answer right away . 
/I ,>tOld yrofessor regrpm thatin my personal opinion the se mi -

l 8 rge scale ' eJC:flB rl :rre nt fe;r w'J.ich y ou hav e sugce s ted using 5 tons of 
uraniwn met, l ought to have tlB r i ght ofway before everything else 
and that weshould n ot hes it a te to pl pce an order .for this amolJ.fit of 
met a l; and perhaps a s much as 50 tons of grap hite . J: hav e no doub t 
that t h:is material will be nee ded i n any case and wi ll have to be 
ordered sooner or l ater . Cle,.rly, it will be i mp os s ible for us to 
say with certainty even if we succeed in measuring all nuclear 
const ants involved r a t h er accurately within a year t hat a cha i n re ac
tion with slow neutron cannot be made to vror l{ . Cons equently , if we 
defer ordering thismaterial we would only lose time but not save any 
more y. 11 

t l 
II. 

~~--- p' 4eJ'"J:;- tl%z.bejA~~ ;ye!§! w:i:~J.~.Rit~.~*'---h-~~ ~X ~R-. This 
is ~ just to tell y ou tha t I have reac hed t h e conclus ion that it 
would be mhe wisest polic y to start a l arge scale experiment vith 
c"'rb on right away with ou t waitin g f or the outcome of t he absorption 
measurement whi ch was discuss ed i n my last two letters. The t wo 
experiments u± might bedone simul taneously. The followin g can be 
said in favor of this prodqdwe: 

A chain r eaction with carbon is so much more convenient 
and so much more i mportantfrom the point of view of apol ica tions 
than a chain reaction with heavy water or helium that we mustknow 
in the s hortest possible time whethe r we can make it w . This can 
be decided with certainty in a rel a tively s h ort time by a large 
scale experiment, and therefore t h is experiment ought to be performed . 
If we waited for the absorption measurement we wouldlo se three months , 
and in XkE case the result is posi t ive we would still n ot know with 
a 100% certainty the ans wer with respect to the q uestion of tlel 
chain re a ction. 

I thought that perhap s 50 tons of carbon and 5 torn of 
uranium should be used as a st grt." 



UNITED STATES 
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF CHICAGO DIRECTED OPERATIONS 

P.O.Box 5207 
CHICAGO 80, ILLINOIS 

IN REPLY REFER TO : 

CPD:DMH (S-506) ~eptember 21, 1951 

Dr. Leo Szilard 
Prof. Biophysics Inst. Radiobiology and Biophysics 
University of Chicago 
6200 Drexel Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 

Subject: HE-EXECUTION OF AND OATH FOR CASE ~506,SERIAL N0.596,465 

Dear Dr. Szilard: 

We are enclosing herewith an oath in connection with the case 
identified above for re-execution Qy you. 

You had previously executed an oath for this case on May 2, 1945, 
but due to the length of time that elapsed between the date of 
execution and the date of filing, the Examiner has requested that 
a new oath be executed and filed in the u. s. Patent Office. 

Please sign the oath at the place indicated with a metal tab, 
being careful that you sign your first name in full a.11d otherwise 
have your signature correspond with the manner in which your name 
is typed in the body of the oath. Please be sure to have your 
signature notarized. 

Please return this oath to us when it has been proper:cy executed. 

Enc. 

Very truly yours, 

~ 
Foster York, Chief, 
Chicago Patent Group 



5650 Ellis Avenue 

Mr. ~.,cater York, Chief 
Chicago Patent Group 
u. s. Atomic Energy Corrnnission 
Post Offioa Box 5207 
Chicago 80, Illinois 

Dear Mr. York: 

October 3, 1951 

Your reference: 
CPD :DMH ( S-506) 

Enclosed herewith is the sirned and notarized 

oopy of the oath for case S-5o6, serial no. 596,465. 

I trust that you will find this copy satisfactory. 

sds 
Enclosure 

Very truly yours, 

Leo Szilard 



--

56~0 .Ellis Avenue 

Mr • .l'oster York 
U. s. Atomic iliorgy Commission 
Post Office Box 5207 
Chicago 80, Illinois 

Dear Ur. York~ 

November 7, 1951 

I arn returning to you enclosed the material rhich 

you sent me r!ovcmber 6, 1951. As you see, I havo executed 

the affidavit. Since I am not equipped here to handle any 

secret documents, l \'l'OU.ld appreciate it if no further docu-

ments wero sent to me in t:1e future. Instead, I sum~es'l. .. 

that an appointnent be made over the telephone and that 

someone cow.e to see me with tt1e docun;ents. It may then be 

possible to settle the matter in short order and the documents 

can be taken back i~ediately. As I said before, I have 

no place to keep secret documents. 

I.S/sd.s 
Enclosures 

SiP..cerel;,r yours , 

Leo Szilard 

/V--t') t 
c:/ 



UNITED STATES 
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF CHICAGO DIRECTED OPERATIONS 

P. 0. Box ~ ·p 5207 
CHICAGO 80, LLINOIS 

IN REPLY REFER TO : 

CPD:JAH:dmh November 19, 1951 

Dr. Leo Szilard 
Institute of Radiobilogy and Biophysics 
University of Chicago 
5650 Ellis hvenue 
Chicago 37, Illinois 

Subject: C SE 5-348 

Dear Dr. Szilard: 

ie wish to thank you for your cooperation in si~1ing and returning 
the affidavit in connection with the subject case. Your suggestion 
that similar matters concerning classified subject matter be 
handled personally rather than by mail will be followed in the 
future. 

As to the classification of the subject matter of the affidavit, 
this was necessitated because of the enclosure of photostats of 
pages of project reports and the Clinton Project Hand Book which were 
classified secret. It would involve just too much time and trouble 
to go through all the rigmarole required to have t hese reports de
classified, even if it could be done. 

Very truly yours, 

~~flrll: 
Foster York, Chief, 
Chicago Patent Group 
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UNITED STATES 
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

CHICAGO OPERATIONS OFFICE 

P. 0. Box 6140A 

CHICAGO 80, ILLINOIS 

LEr.. 

.:' .L, 1953 

ll .? '. I, (t •.>'t r' P.t 
nh'r"~ J7, :lli~n·s 

Re: 

Dear r. z.tl;; rd. : 

Case No. S
Serial No. 
Filing Date 

l >o4 
jt:J,4 l 
>ece"1 r 1: 

Your patent application identified above has been filed in the 
United States Patent Office. You no doubt will receive from the 
Patent Office a notice of issuance of a.n order of Secrecy under Public 
Law~6lband with the order a. printed Form D-18, which includes under 
Item 2 information as to the tender of the application for the use of 
the United States Government. You will also receive a. receipt to be 
filled in and returned to the Patent Office. 

Kindly execute and return the receipt to the Patent Office but 
do NOT tender the invention in this application to the Government as 
stated in Form D-18 because you have already assigned the invention 
to the Government as represented by the United States Atomic Energy 
Commission. A tender by you to some other Government agency would 
only complicate matters in view of the fact that you have already 
assigned the invention to the Government. 

Very truly yours, 

Y-~ 
Foster York, Chief 
Chicago Patent Group 



UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

CHICAGO OPERATIONS OFFICE 

SIMBOL: CPD f C!JW 

Dr. teo Szilard 
cjo Mr. A. N. Spanel 
International Latex Co . 
350 Fifth Avenue 
Nev York, New York 

April 9, 1954 

SUBJECTa CASE 5- 1578 1 SERIAL NO 64,732 

Dear Dr. Szilard: 

A Notice of Allowability was received from the u. s. Patent Office 
!or your patent application identified above, entitled 

REACTORS 
and executed by you on April 8, 1946. 
This no~ means that whenever the application is declassified, 
the application will issue as a patent, at which time you will be 

notified ani sent a copy of the issued patent. 

Your courtesy and assistance to the members of the stat! ot the 
Patent Branch 1n connection with the prosecution ot this application 
are appreciated. 

Ver.r truly yours, 

~v'~1 
Foster York, Chief 
Chicago Patent Group 



C?D:lo 

Dr . Leo zilard 
c/o Hr. A ) • Spanel 

UNITED STATES 
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

CHICAGO OPERATIONS OFFICE 
P . 0. Box 59 

. LEMONT, ILLINOIS 

NEW MA/liNr, ADDRESS 
POST 'Yc r': -rw 0gg 

''· '\J., L 

lt:M01\T, ILL/NOJS 

June 8, 19Sit 

International Latex Go. 
350 fifth Ave. 
New York, N. Y. 

Dear Dr. Szilard: 

Res Case No. 5-
Serial No. 
Filing Date 

2247 
668,110 
May 8, 1946 

Your patent application identified above has been filed in the 
United States Patent Office. You no doubt will receive from the 
Pate~~~ffice a notice of issuance of an order of Secrecy under Public 
Law ~and with the order a printed Form D-18, which includes under 
Item 2 information as to the tender of the application for the use of 
the United States Government. You will also receive a receipt to be 
filled in and returned to the Patent Office. 

Kindly execute and return the receipt to the Patent Office but 
do NOT tender the invention in this application to the Government as 
stated in Form D-18 because you have already assigned the invention 
to the Government as represented by the United States Atomic Energy 
Commission. A tender by you to some other GoverillTlent agency would 
o~ complicate matters in view of the fact that you have already 
assigned the invention to the Government. 

Very truly yours, 

f,l> 7/1 ~/' 
Foster York, Chief 
Chicago Patent Group 



UNITED STATES 
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

CHICAGO OPERATIONS OFFICE 
P. 0. Box 59 

LEMONT, ILLINOIS 

_ prjl 26 . 195.5 

C::P :CE'::':hc 

l"Jr . Leo Szil<-J rd. 
c/o ~r ~ P .. ... Spane.1. 
International L~tex Co . 
350 F'i!."'th venue 
New Yor-::r, New Yorl{ 

Subject: np,0L SSI ICATI\ OF DOCUr TS 

')ear Si!': 

.:'his is to nform you that the follm.illJ 
aoc~ents, T; -P l-7513 ar1l 1 'UC - P --7579, adoirA3 ed 
to you, have been ueclas~ified . , ccordinryly, you 
shoulo rei.love lass.: fication ,n8r~dr.. ·s uhere!'rom . 

Very truly -rrours, 

Fos te1 rork , C.ucf 
S 11i ca ··o Patent rrroup 



UNITED STATES 
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

CHICAGO OPERATIONS OFFICE 
P.o. Box 59 

LEMONT, IL.L.INOIS 

June 6, 19.5.5 

CPD:~C :es 

Dr . Leo Szilard 
c/o r •• . ·-. 0Danil 
Internr"tional L< tcx Co··roany 
3.50 Fifth Avenue 
:·ew :'ork, evr York 

uubject: Pf.T :r T _ro . 2, 7'18,6.56 

Dear ,r . Szilard: 

This office takes nleasure in fon·rard~ng a couy of the 
ahove-ic1entified p<tent roJhich, as yo'l 1-:ill note , issued 
on _ay 17, 19.5.5 based on application ueria.l · o • .568,904 . 

Your courtesy and assistance to the rrH?:"lbers of the staff 
of the ~ c>tent Jra:lCh in connection 1-lith the ryrosecution 
of t!ris a ~plication Dre pprEciated. 

'<;nc . (1) 

Very truly yours , 

Foster York, Chief, 
Chicago Patent Group 



Mr. Foster York, Chief 
Chicago Patent Group 
United States Atomic Energy Commission 
Chicago Operations Office 
p. o. Box 59 
Lamont, Illinois 

Dear Mr . York: 

The Quadrangle Club 
The University o~ Chicago 
Chicago 37, Illinois 
Septe~ber 6, 1956 

Many thanl{S for your letter of August 24th in which you 

wrote me about Case s -10,565; Serial No . 323,452. I wonder if you could 

inform me what this ease is about? Is this my application relating to 

the fast reactor or, if not, to V'hat subject :matter does it relate? 

I wonder i f it would be possible for you to send me a 

list of all applications which you have filed for me, indicating the 

following : 

1.) Who are the co-inventors, if any? 

2.) Is the application pending , abandoned, or granted; 

and if granted, is it declassified or not? 

3.) What is the subject matter of the application? On 

this point I do not need any detailed statement that might violate the re-

quirements of secrecy, but merely a suf ficient indication of what it is all 

about to enable me to identify the application from memory. 

I shall appreciate your kindness in furnishing me with this 

inforr1ati on. 

~i th best wishes , 

Very sincerely yours, 

m Leo SziJa rd 
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